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Monday, June  5. 2006

PSPMSX: MSX Emulator for PSP v1.0.3 (load any roms !)

Hi All,

Here is a new version of PSPMSX the MSX series Emulator for PSP.

What's new in version 1.0.3 :

- All roms can now be loaded directly !
- MSX version can be changed inside the emulator
  (no need to rename the rom as carta.rom etc ...)
- Fix a bug in sound startup

How to use it ? Everything is in the README.txt file.

Sources are included, and this package is under the GNU public licence,
read COPYING.txt file for more information about it.

 pspmsx-v1.0.3.zip

  Enjoy,

          Zx.

 Posted by zx-81 in MSX at 23:40

joysticks are not mapped correctly, they don't even respond
    jb on Jun  7 2006, 02:18

First of all, thanks for your feedback 

You can change the mapping using the keyboard menu inside the emulator menu  ... Joystick works properly for me ... Can you tell
me the name of the game you've tried ? 

Zx
    zx-81 on Jun  7 2006, 19:07

Yes, when you play ---Mobile Planet Suthirus---, you cannot enter the door. for instance, when you play FMSX 0.62b, Joysticks are
properly mapped and the second button respond perfectly. Actually, only the keyboard is mapped in PSPMSX, and some keys lack. I
can prove it, just play athletic land, choose 1 at the menu to play with joysticks, and You'll see that you can't even move.
Please, try to add Vsync and triple buffering too...
Thanks.
jb27
    jb on Jun  7 2006, 22:25

thanks for your feedback ... i will have a look on those issue.

Zx.
    zx-81 on Jun  7 2006, 23:52

I'm come from sweden so I cant so good english.
I try to install pspmsx v1.0.5 in PSP/GAME but I cant start it. 
What do I for wrong?
    guran on Jun 13 2006, 23:17
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Hi,

If you have a 1.5FW you just have to copy the content of the two fw1.5/pspmsx and fw1.5/pspmsx% directories on your memory stick
(in psp/game/pspmsx and psp/game/pspmsx%).

If you have a 2.x FW (up to 2.6) then copy only the directory fw2.x/pspmsx on psp/game/pspmsx 

    zx-81 on Jun 13 2006, 23:32

oh...
but I have update my psp to version 2.71, how can I play pspmsx now?
    guran on Jun 14 2006, 09:23

Homebrew don't work on FW >= 2.7 
    zx-81 on Jun 14 2006, 10:36

can I delite 2.7 or are you want to do a new version of pspmsx so I can play it on 2.7???
    guran on Jun 14 2006, 11:19

unfortunatelly no ... 
    zx-81 on Jun 14 2006, 19:11
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